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Informal groups of practitioners who 
socialize newcomers to their craft
✓Newcomers gradually develop mastery
✓As their competence grows, so does their 
commitment to the group

Terrorism studies literature on learning and adaptation 
✓Despite Horgan et al. (2006, 2016), research focuses on innovation & outputs
✓ CoPs unfulfilled promise: process of acquiring knowledge & experience

Cognitive anthropologists & organizational sociologists
✓Lave & Wenger, Situated Learning (1991); Wenger, Comm. of Practice (1998)
✓Brown & Duguid, “Organizational Learning and Communities of Practice (1991) 

Individuals who promote & participate in violence do not just appear.
They acquire beliefs, norms & practices through participation in…



Data and methods
Ethnographic field research on al-Muhajiroun & spin-off groups 

✓8 trips (2010-2019) ✓ Build rapport and relationships

Interviews
✓97 interviews w/48 activists, 11 
interviews w/8 formers many > once

Observation
✓Hang out: da’wah stalls, demos, cafes, centers
✓ Code & analyze 2,000+ themes using 



Al Muhajiroun (the Emigrants)
Since 1996 seek to create caliphate in Britain, and globally 
Specialize in high-risk activism; indoctrinate hundreds of followers  
Persevered, even when implicated in terrorist attacks and ISIS

Challenge to British authorities dealing with extremism
May intensify when Anjem Choudary and Mizanur Rahman finish licenses

Heart of their activism—preaching, protesting—is legal



Al-Muhajiroun’s Community of Practice (CoP)
Network has no formal training program 

Novices seek out and learn from experienced “brothers”



AM spin-off groups
“The best way to learn is to get amongst the brothers and watch 
them. Most of the brothers have experience, so you watch and you 
listen.”

Activist at da’wah stall in East London

“My mentor is the brother there.” [Points to emir running stall]  “Any 
question I have I will call on him.  I don’t have the full knowledge of 
how this works.  I’m still learning.  But any question I’ve got, I’ll ask 
him.” 

Another respondent at the same da’wah stall
“We watch and we learn, like an apprenticeship. It’s a learning 
process.  You’re constantly learning.” 

Activist at a different stall



ALM’s Community of Practice
Network has no formal training program 

Novices seek out and learn from experienced “brothers”
Veterans teach novices

Bakri taught Choudary; Choudary taught Assadullah and 
others
Assadullah became leading activist himself

Suhba: Learn through companionship 
Novices accompany teachers and hang out with veterans



AM spin-off groups“It’s when you accompany somebody. It’s not about sitting down in the 
classroom and taking notes, it’s about following someone and listening 
to them and taking notes.” 

Leading activist describes suhba

“We’re constantly learning from each other, through companionship, 
through traveling, through gatherings and meetings, even having some 
food together.” 

Rank-and-file activist talks about learning from experienced peers

“Companionship is very important. You learn from the people who have 
more experience. They’ve faced different situations which you’ve never 
faced because you are new… It’s like when you go into a job and you 
learn from your peers who have more experience.” 

Another rank-and-file activist



ALM’s Community of Practice
Network has no formal training program 

Novices seek out and learn from experienced “brothers”
Veterans teach novices

Bakri taught Choudary; Choudary taught Assadullah and 
others
Assadullah became leading activist himself

Suhba: Learn through companionship 
Novices accompany teachers and hang out with veterans

Learning through halaqahs
Small circles meet regularly to study network’s ideology

Learn by doing 
Activists get better at da’wah and demos through practice
Have meetings to discuss mistakes and learn from them



“It’s not like you get a certification or permit or permission from anyone 
to do da’wah. Whether you’re good at it or not will come from time and 
experience. You don’t have to be the best speaker in the world. You just 
come out and give da’wah to your ability.” 

Da’wah stall emir in West London

“The only real way to learn the da’wah is to get out there. You just have 
to get out there and watch and listen to the brothers, see how they give 
da’wah, and do it.” 

Activist at da’wah stall in East London
“There wasn’t a lot of training.  I was just watching the actions of my 
peers and my elders. I followed in their footsteps because I trust them
and I trust what they’re doing.” 

Respondent describes his introduction to da’wah



Commanding Good and Forbidding Evil“They say practice makes perfect.  With practice, you get more 
confidence and you learn more things, like how to counter particular 
arguments.” 

Veteran activist describes how his activism got better with experience

“If the police come and ask questions, or if a fight breaks out, it’s good 
for us.  It’s a learning experience because we see how to deal with that 
situation the next time.” 

Another veteran respondent

“We would have a review and say, ‘Look, these are the mistakes.’  It’s 
called constructive criticism.  We’ll say, ‘Next time this should not 
happen.’ It’s just like a company.” 

Veteran activist describes meetings to learn from mistakes



But their CoP also limits ALM’s learning
Dogmatism and insularity

As they develop into committed insiders, activists become resistant to change
Activists become insulated from alternative beliefs and worldviews

Exclusive reliance on Bakri’s teachings gives network a cultish feeling
Leaders zealously limit influence of outside preachers



“He was our only source of information.  People treated his words like 
they would treat the Qur’an.  If you say that to them, they will deny it.  
They will say, ‘No, no, no.  He’s a sheikh, we take his understanding.’  
But in reality, they will not take from anyone who disagrees with their 
Sheikh.  They have a blind allegiance to him.” 

Former network activist

“You’re not allowed to have anybody’s lectures or talks, audios or 
leaflets at any of their centers or da’wah tables.  So no scholars, no 
literature by any other people, apart from al-Muhajiroun speakers.  
That was the rule.  It was their speakers, their leaflets, their talks.  
Everything has to be in house, nothing from outside.” 

Another former activist



But their CoP also limits ALM’s learning
Dogmatism and insularity

As they develop into committed insiders, activists become resistant to change
Activists become insulated from alternative beliefs and worldviews

Exclusive reliance on Bakri’s teachings gives network a cultish feeling
Leaders zealously limit influence of outside preachers

See themselves as one of few groups who follow “true path”
Any compromise of network’s ideology and activism is unacceptable 



“Many people would say that I’ve become brainwashed. I would say to 
them, ‘Of course, my brain was dirty.  And after this process of Islam 
and this learning, it’s been very nicely washed for me.’” 

Another leading activist

“The vast majority of the Muslim community doesn’t really practice 
their religion.  Either you’re a Muslim and you believe in the shariah
and the khilafah and jihad and you live by it, or you’ve got to 
compromise.” 

Leading network activist



But their CoP also limits ALM’s learning
Dogmatism and insularity

As they develop into committed insiders, activists become resistant to change
Activists become insulated from alternative beliefs and worldviews

Exclusive reliance on Bakri’s teachings gives network a cultish feeling
Leaders zealously limit influence of outside preachers

See themselves as one of few groups who follow “true path”
Any compromise of network’s ideology and activism is unacceptable 

Dogmatism hampers their activism
Choudary’s refusal to allow outside preachers leads to split in Whitechapel 
Insularity prevents activists from building alliances with other groups



“They don’t really have any links with the wider community. They’re sort 
of self-contained. They’ve got no institutional support in the Muslim 
community.  There’s not a single mosque in the country that would let 
them hold an event in their community, and no one will stand up for 
their right to do so either.” 

Research director, counter-extremism think tank, London

“That’s one thing they really haven’t adapted to. Instead of just 
denouncing everyone who isn’t in the group, if they adapted and 
developed alliances with some people, they would be in a lot stronger 
position in places like Tower Hamlets.” 

Research director, counter-extremism think tank, London



But their CoP also limits ALM’s learning
Dogmatism and insularity

As they develop into committed insiders, activists become resistant to change
Activists become insulated from alternative beliefs and worldviews

Exclusive reliance on Bakri’s teachings gives network a cultish feeling
Leaders zealously limit influence of outside preachers

See themselves as one of few groups who follow “true path”
Any compromise of network’s ideology and activism is unacceptable 

Dogmatism hampers their activism
Choudary’s refusal to allow outside preachers leads to split in Whitechapel 
Insularity prevents activists from building alliances with other groups

Activists don’t see this as a problem: They are “true believers” 
They view their marginalization and persecution as a sign they are following 
the Prophet’s path
Limits their adaptation: As chosen few they don’t need to change that much



“We don’t need to adapt and change that much because we believe 
Allah’s will is there to protect us… We don’t believe that any amount of 
precaution is going to save you from the test that Allah has destined 
upon you. So in our case, going underground, changing the policy, 
changing the structure, we do not need to change that much.”

Leading activist

“Of course we are the minority. You can look at how the Prophet [PBUH] 
used to teach. He would say it is the minority that gets the truth.” 

Activist at da’wah stall in East London
“Everybody claims to be on the right path. But the one on the true path 
never compromises his religion for anything, even if you kill him. Yet you 
see other people who will compromise their religion” 

Another respondent at same da’wah stall



Does your organization have a community(ies) of practice? 
Do you see any parallels between al-Muhajiroun’s CoP and your’s?

How does your organization’s community of practice 
help or hinder learning in your organization?

Does your organization’s community of practice have any 
characteristics (insularity, dogmatism) that hamper learning?

How might your organization improve its community of practice 
to enhance learning and improve performance?



Further reading—and listening
Michael Kenney, From Pablo to Osama: Trafficking and 
Terrorist Networks, Government Bureaucracies, and 
Competitive Adaptation (Pennsylvania State University 
Press, 2007)

Michael Kenney, The Islamic State in Britain: Radicalization 
and Resilience in an Activist Network (Cambridge University 
Press, 2018)

Talking Terror podcast, Mike Kenney: Al-Muhajiroun, 
https://soundcloud.com/user-366747443/mikekenny-final

https://soundcloud.com/user-366747443/mikekenny-final

